
  

OBlivion :
100 programs for

OB6 / OB6 desktop

OBlivion is a bank of 100 programs, gathering very different sounds among the most representatives of an analog synth such as the OB6 : pads, arp, bass,
lead, FX, brass...(check sound list classified by category).

OBlivion was programmed over several months, following the process : a sound designer programmed 134 sounds, and a selection of the 100 best sounds
was done by another sound designer to ensure the best qualitative result.

How to load OBlivion in your OB6 / OB6 desktop ?

Before any loading attempt, it is safer to save your own programs stored in your OB6. For this purpose, please refer to the page 59 of your manual. OBlivion 
contains 5 Sysex files, all 5 files being made of the same 100 programs (SYX files), each being dedicated to be loaded in the user bank of your choice (from 0
to 4). The suffix in the file's name indicates the program numbers that will be overwritten in the OB6 user bank. You don't have to load all 5 files, only load the
file corresponding to the destination user slot of your choice.

OBlivion is a SYX file,you will need a Sysex handler. C6, by Elektron, is free and one of the most reliable, but any other Sysex handler software should be fine.
On your OB6, start by choosing what kind of MIDI connection will be used to make the Sysex transfer : you can choose between the traditional MIDI din port,
or the USB port. Selecting the USB port or MIDI port is detailed at the page 12, paragraph 8 of your OB6 user manual. Plug your cables accordingly between
your computer and your OB6.

Once you have chosen your MIDI port, in your Sysex software handler, make sure that the output MIDI port corresponds to the input MIDI port of your OB6.
Open the OBlivion sysex file in the Sysex software handler, and press « send ». A few seconds are required for the OB6 to load the programs one by one (at
this step, you should see your program numbers incrementing on the LCD sreen of your OB6). That's it ! OBlivion and all its programs are loaded in your OB6
and you can start to play them right now !

For any other problem/request, please send an email to  coyote14@club-internet.fr : about one day is necessary to obtain an answer.
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